
The Lancaster Pottery by J ."".A. Price

On the map of "The Town and Castle of Lancaster" surveyed by

Jonathan Binns in 1821, at the extreme seaward end of St. George's

\:iuaythere is a building marked and recorded as "A Pothouse

formerly a Delftware Nanufactory". This is the only local

reference to a works which today is completely forgotten in

lancaster. The N:useumhas no pottery made by this factory and

there is no attributable ware in existence anywhere. Janes's work

on Industrial Lancaster (Lancaster Museum Monograph) mentions

merely that there was a pottery, while Cross-Fleur~ (1891) simply

records that "Pothouses on the Quay indicate a pottery or pot

manufacturing houses"

Today it is possible to say something more about this works

following upon two discoveries. Firstly there was the discovery

by Urs. Elizabeth Adams among the eighteenth century records of the

Sun Assurance Company of reference to the Pottery. In 1745 this

company insured the Pottery for £800 and it was worth £1,200 by

March 1755. She also discovered that it was founded by Mr. John

Beakbane, an influential local merchant grocer, and his l)artners

The names of these partners have come to light with the second

discovery, by Mr. Lowe and his staff at Lancaster Library. Their

find was that of the lease made on January 11, 1754, between "the

trustees of the Quay lands" and "the partners". This lease

"conveyed to George Langton of Skerton, merchant, John Beakbane of

Lancaster, grocer, William Chamley of Lancaster, sadler, William

Preston of Lancaster, merchant, Jo~n Rowlandson of Lancaster,

merchant, Edmund Bradley of Lancaster, pot painter, Edward Patton

of Lancaster, pot turner and William Tillinghast of Lancaster, ~ot

painter, a plot of land on the Quay lands for the purpose of

building a pothouse (at) £60 plus a yearly rent of 10/-".

(Records of the Lancaster Port Commissioners, Lancaster Library)

A little is known of some of these men. John Beakbane, born

in 1720, a Quaker, became a Freeman in 1742 and was a prosperous

grocer who could in 1755 insure his stock and propert$ at the south

end of China Lane with the Sun Insurance Company for £400. Edward

Patton and Wi11iam Tillinghast were apparently potters before

coming to Lancaster. Both are recorded in the Liverpool Poll List
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•
for the Parliamentary election of 1761 where it is noted that they

are two of the seven potters who have left Liverpool to work at

Lancaster

ApprenticedName

In addition to these details about three of the Partners the

Lists of Lancaster Freemen and the Apprentice rolls give us some

information about the workers in the pottery

Date enrolled
as Freeman

1767/8

1767/8

1767/8

1767/8

1767/8

1767/8

1769/70

John Chamley of Lancaster
Potter

John Berry of Lancaster,
Pot Painter

John Crone of Lancaster,
P€>tPainter

James Wi1son of
Lancaster, Potter

Wil1iam Parr of
Lancaster, Potter

William Kitchen of
l,ancaster, Potter

William Farrer of
Lancaster, Pot Painter

William Ball

Enrolled Dec. 28 1759
apprentice to John
Beakbane and William
Chamley

Ditto 1755

1757

apprenticed John
Beakbane and William
Chamley 1757

•

(source: unpublished paper given by Mrs. E. Adams to Keele

Ceramic Seminar, 1972)

It has not been possible yet to go very far in establishing

the pottery's products. Binns says that it was Delftware and this

would fit both the period and the Liverpool connections.

Delftware was the common name given to earthenware wlith a buff body

glazed with lead made white by the addition of tin oxide then

painted with cobalt giving blue decoration. This ware was then

fired to allow the glaze and decoration to become one. A low

firing temperature was necessary to avoid the decoration running

but it resulted in a body easily ch1pped and broken. Delftware

probably came from Holland in the sixteenth century and by 1754

there were three main centres in England - Liverpool, Bristol and

London. At Liverpool it was pre-eminent until replaced by
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Creamware later in the century. In 1755 Beakbane and partners

also insured "••• the~r stock in trade ••• (and) their windmill

which grinds their colours ••• stone built and situate in a field

near the pothouse". This together with the references from the

Freemans List suggests that they were making and decorating ware,

riot just decorating ware from perhaps Liverpool

In the abs~nce of their waste tip or "Shawdruck" one is

tinable to give much more detail about wares, raw materials or

markets. It is possible that the choice of a riverside' site

facilitated import of raw materials and Schofield mentions

'cargoes from Barnstaple' which could be china clay, though clay

and coal from the Ingleton coalfield was perhaps used. In 1785

pottery and glass were among Lancaster's exports and mention made

of the Pothouse on the Quay. In my opinion the river served as a

eupplier of water as well as a form of transport while it is

possible that the Quay in front of the works was made partly from

dumped pottery waste

Mr. L. Grubb, a director ot T. Grubb Ltd. who now own the

~ite, gave the author permission to carry out limited excavations

:in september 1972. So far trial digging has not revealed a great

deal, for the erection of a workshop on the site has upset much of

the ground and there is little evidence of stratification. Over

170 pieces (now in the writer's possession) of thin buff biscuit

ware has been found - thrown, turned and pressed material - to the

north and west of the workshop. There is a little thicker ware as

well as a piece of kiln furniture but only a few pieces of

decorated ware have been found here and in the grounds of the

adjoining Scaleford House. (When the workshop was erected several

large pieces were found but not retained). Only two decorated

pieces are delft blue painted ware, the remainder include pieces of

cream and white ware

If we know something of the opening and early days of the

Pottery we know little of its history subsequent to 1770 and

nothing of its closure. Beakbane died in 1787 and his share of the

Pottery (left to his widow) was sold. John Chamley is recorded in

Bailey's Northern Directory of 1781 as a dealer in earthenware and

is known to have exported ware between 1784--87. Apart from these
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references no further material has been discovered to throw any

light either on the later history and closure of the works or the

subsequent use of the buildings long known as thePothouses. A

reference in the Fr@eman's List for 1783 to Thomas Fletcher of

Hanley Green becoming a freeman might suggest that some of the men

went to the Staffordshire potteries either before or after the

closure. In.the absence o£ additional ·evidence it would seem to

suggest that the pottery closed down in.the 1780's, perhaps on the

death of Beakbane, its lieadingpartner

What was the subsequent use of the buildings? The factory

its-elfwas described in the 1754 insurance as "Stone, brick an.d

slated" but.there is no known contemporary description or a picture

of it. A watercolour at the Museum of a view u~ the Lune from the

vicinity of the preaentday Lune Mills shows an isolated building

consisting of two bays on the approximate site of the Pottery. As

this painting shows a completed Shire Hall it is obviously early

nineteenth century. The only other representation is on a Sam

Thompson photograph (in the Museum collection) of Ice on the Lune

(February 12, 1895). This shows in the top right hand corner a

ship'tied to the Quay and behind it a 3-storey building of two

bays with a slate roof'

None of the maps of Lancaster prior to Binns (1821) show the

Pottery as they do not extent far enough down river. After this

date the building is marked on all subsequent maps up to 1939 when

it appears on a plan in the Library. During the nineteenth century

the land adjacent to the Pottery was purchased by the Gas Company

and on the 1890 lOO-inch map the 'pothouse' is shown standing

within the gasworks. On this map and the 1939 plan the outline of

the building has been divided-up into blocks. (What were the

blocks used for?) So far I have not been able to discover when

the buildings were used for subsequent to the closure of the

Pottery. As ~r. Grubb says that the site was used for a coal dump

before the workshop was erected when was the building demolished?

The date of the demolition of the Pothouse building is

uncertain and the history of both Pottery and buildings after 1786

is a mystery. These however are not the only problems ann further

documentary and archaeological research will be necessary to solve
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them. What wares were made and where were they sold? Was there a

link with Lancaster's American trade? Again we should like to

know something of the raw materials and also of the whereabouts of

.the was te produc ts·

I would

light on any

~n general

museum Notes

be very pleased to hear from anyone who can throw

of these prob~ems or on the history of the Pottery

by A.J. White

1) The Quernmore Boat Burial

On Saturday, 17th of March, 1973, a mechanical excavator

working on the site of the new car park at Jubilee Tower,

Quernrnore, uncovered an almost complete dug-out canoe, together

with a number of broken timbers and a large piece of fabric.

The Museum was informed by a very public-spirited passer-by and

at once the work was begun of photographing the boat before

removing it to the Museum for first~aid. It was no longer ~n

situ, ·having been moved from the path of the excavator for

safety, but it was possible to reconstruct its arrangement from

the evidence of the site and from the description of the

excavator driver

The site lies on the edge of Bowland Forest, at;SD 54235735,

close to Jubilee Tower, and about 950 feet above sea level.- To

the west the land falls fairly steeply, while to the east is the

marshy rivulet of the Worm Syke and the long rise ~o Clougha

and Ward's Stone. The nearest sizable area of wat~r is at

least two miles away, at Abbeystead, which would suggest that

the b9at had not been deposited accidentally by sinking in a

tarn, but had been brought deliberately to this site for some

purpose. The who~e site had been covered in approximately 18

inches of peat which was stripped back to the clay some days

before the discovery. It became apparent that a second canoe

had been close to the first, and had probably been smashed in

the peat cl.earance. However, over three quarters of it

survived in fragments which could be pieced together to obtain

some idea of its size and shape 19


